
Kirkhill Primary School Teaching and Learning                                          Term 2 
 

 

Literacy and English  

• Spelling – daily active spelling strategies, new 
rule each week. 

• Comprehension skills – cause and effect, fact or 
opinion, point of view and purpose (linked to 
election fever and tomorrow’s inventors topics. 

• Reading for pleasure 

• World Book Day celebrations 

• Writing – a range of persuasive texts related to 
topic and, health and wellbeing. 

• Reading – Reciprocal Reading & Literacy Circles 
through Big Cats reading scheme 

• French –Sports and common language revision. 

Health and Wellbeing   

• PE – striking and fielding and fitness 

• Mindfulness 

• Substance Misuse 

• Choices and change - sustainability 

• Bounce Back - #PROUD 

Skills for learning, life and work 

• Online Safety 

• Cyber Resilience 

• Homework 

• Debating skills 

Ethos and Life of the School   

• Pupil Committees 

• Seesaw 

• School Assemblies 

• House System – points/rewards 

• Skills Masterclasses 

• Teachings of Buddha and Easter 

Other Contexts   

• Science – sensory organs, solar system and 

topical science 

• Social Subjects –Victorians & election fever 

• Technology – Tomorrow’s inventors – graphic 

design, text handling, product design and 

energy conservation  

 

Numeracy and Mathematics   

• Mental maths strategies revised daily. 

• Problem solving opportunities 

• Number processes, BODMAS 

• Fractions, decimals and percentages 

• Time 

• Measurement 

• Angle, symmetry and transformation 

UNCRC Articles   

 

Article 29 (goals of education) 
Education must develop every child’s 
personality, talents and abilities to the full. 
It must encourage the child’s respect for 
human rights, as well as respect for their 
parents, their own and other cultures, and 
the environment. 
 

How you can help at home and opportunities 

for personal achievement   

• Encourage your child to read at home 

• Discuss what they enjoy about reading 

• Read to each other, younger siblings or 

relatives 

• Encourage your child to revise on all known 

numeracy facts 

In Primary 6c at Kirkhill Primary, skills, knowledge and 

understanding are developed through a range of teaching 

and learning opportunities. These include direct teaching, 

targeted group time and tailored learning areas in the 

classroom and outdoor environment.  


